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Wandsworth Electrical create bespoke electrical accessories for Gasholders

Wandsworth Electricalcreate bespoke electrical accessories for Gasholders, London's most
exciting new residential redevelopment located in Kings Cross.

(PRWEB UK) 13 September 2016 -- Wandsworth Electricalis delighted to announce that they have created and
manufactured a bespoke collection of electrical accessories for the most anticipated London development;
Gasholders, Kings Cross, which is due for completion in Spring 2017.

The redevelopment of the three gasholders in Kings Cross into 145 premium apartments by the Kings Cross
Central Limited Partnership is one of the largest and most exciting regeneration projects in London.

Assigned with designing the interiors of the apartments within these iconic structures is Jonathan Tuckey
Design who chose Wandsworth as its sole electrical accessories partner for its 100 years’ experience, technical
artistry and capability to design and create bespoke electrical accessories especially for Gasholders.

The design concept for the Gasholders apartments is to create ‘industrial refinement’, striking the perfect
balance between subtlety and modern elegance. To create interiors with a true sense of industrial refinement,
Jonathan Tuckey Design draws inspiration from the gasholders’ unique architecture and heritage by using warm
woods, natural stone and contrasting metals. To complement and enhance the design vision, Wandsworth
Electrical have created an array of unique and bespoke plate combinations with a variety of finishes for each of
the rooms within the apartments.

For the customized kitchens, two bespoke plates have been designed, one of which bends around a pillar to
allow for smooth continuation of the pillar design and mirrors the design of the control panel on the other side.
The plates provide three sockets plus a toggle and dimmer switch and come in matt black, helping to provide a
strong contrast to the brass and stainless steel worktops.

To match the electrical accessories to the bespoke brass door furniture, Wandsworth Electrical developed a
tumbled brass finish that elegantly sits alongside the brass door furniture.

The bespoke light switch design has three toggles and one dimmer with a black ring around one of the toggles
to inform residents that this one controls
the blinds.

The matt white plates blend in beautifully with the white rooms, and just have one unique simple stand out
feature: a brass ring, to indicate the blind control.

www.wandsworthelectrical.com/case_studies/concept-client-delight-gasholders-kings-cross

Ends

Note to Editors

About Gasholders
A new development of 145 apartments and penthouses being built within the refurbished Grade ll listed, cast-
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iron gasholder guide frames next to Regent’s Canal, in the heart of Kings Cross. It is part of a 67-acre
regeneration project that is creating 20 new streets, 10 open squares and nearly 2000 homes, with 50,000 sq ft
of retail space, café and bars.

About Wandsworth Elecrical
Since 1904, Wandsworth Electrical has been crafting beautiful, functional designer light switches and plug
sockets to enhance interiors and architectural wonders around the world. Wandsworth Electrical assist and
guide clients from design concept to completed creation. Beginning and ending with British innovation,
technical expertise and peerless craftsmanship and where every single plate, socket, switch, fixture and fitting is
hand-designed and British manufactured to impeccable industry standards. Wandsworth Electrical is the brand
of choice and used by renowned Interior Designers, Architects and Consultants for prestigious homes,
apartments, hotels and heritage sites globally, where the importance of finish, quality, customisation and
longevity are paramount. Previous projects include landmark residential, royal and leisure buildings in the UK
and across the globe, including Kensington Palace, Eurostar Terminal - St Pancras, The Bank of England, Ham
Yard Hotel, Battersea Power Station and Heathrow Airport.

www.wandsworthelectrical.com

Connect with Wandsworth Electrical

Twitter
Facebook
Linked In

PR Contact

For more information and images please contact Lucy Robinson Public Relations
Lucy @lucyrobinsonpr.com / 07734365866
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Contact Information
Lucy Robinson
Lucy Robinson Public Relations
+44 7734365866

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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